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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This paper acts as an introduction and description on the custody solution for crypto
assets, developed and maintained by coindex® - a German company making crypto
investments for retail customers a reality. Investments are made through coindex’
online service, which is based on the data-driven crypto index cdx®. Retail customers
can invest in diversified crypto asset portfolios regardless of their domain
knowledge. Please refer to www.coindex.de or email to hello@coindex.de for further
information on the coindex® product or the cdx®.
Bitcoin and Ethereum are the most famous cryptocurrencies to date. In reality there
are far more distinct cryptocurrencies, which are also part of the greater group of
crypto assets. Currently over 2.000 crypto assets are listed on CoinMarketCap.
Crypto assets are digital assets maintained on a blockchain system and hence can
not be stored physically, but in digital wallets. Not only the wide array of assets, but
also the multitude of underlying technologies induce a variety of storage
requirements, calling for a sophisticated custody solution, which has not yet been
delivered by the current regulated landscape.
coindex® developed a crypto asset custody solution designed to offer maximum
convenience and security for users of its retail investment product. In the domain of
crypto assets holding the private key equals true ownership of an asset. It can be
concluded that the storage of private keys is a key challenge for any crypto
custodian.
Thus coindex® educed mature processes, security measures and technologies to
deliver a solution that executes the main tasks of a custodian in an automated and
reliable fashion: depositing, storing and withdrawing assets using private keys.
This paper provides an overview on the underlying business of coindex® as well as
detailed information on the custody solution.
For any questions please contact sergio@coindex.de.
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OVERVIEW
INTRODUCTION
Bitcoin and Ethereum are the most famous cryptocurrencies to date. In reality there
are far more distinct cryptocurrencies, which are also part of the greater group of
crypto assets. Currently over 2.000 crypto assets are listed on CoinMarketCap.
Crypto assets are digital assets maintained on blockchain systems. Hence they can
not be stored physically, but in digital wallets. A wallet enables users to deposit,
withdraw and monitor crypto assets. It generally consists of two elements: a private
and a public key. The private key is needed for accessing and withdrawing from a
wallet, while the public key acts as a reference for other users to deposit funds. The
most critical part with any wallet technology is storing the private key since it is
needed for the only direct interaction with a blockchain network: withdrawing
assets.
There are two kinds of wallets relevant for a custody solution: hot and cold wallets.
Hot wallets are used to frequently perform actual transactions since they are
continuously connected to the internet. Commonly known crypto exchanges like
Bitstamp or Binance use hot wallets to accept user transactions and manage private
keys. Cold wallets on the contrary are not continuously connected to the internet
and act as a storage for large amounts of crypto assets, that do not need to be
moved frequently. Wallets are predominantly installed on personal computers,
servers or mobile devices.
Even if the wallet enables the user to work with crypto assets, it does not actually
store any asset - in theory a crypto asset is impossible to store, since only records of
transactions are stored on the blockchain. A user is only able to see a balance of
assets as a result of all transactions being taken into account. A wallet only stores the
private keys and the corresponding cryptographically hashed public keys.
In order to make a transaction the sender essentially signs a document of ownership
using the private key and subsequently sends the document and the assets to the
receivers public key. This transactions is recorded on the blockchain and leads to a
balance change for both parties. Conceptually holding the private key is equal to
true ownership of an asset.
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Thus the storage of the private keys is the key challenges for any custody solution.
The current regulated landscape of custody solutions for traditional assets did not
manage to find a unified and feasible answer for custody of cryptocurrencies.
Participation in this uprising asset class involves a bulletproof custody solution,
which coindex® offers for any user of its retail crypto investment product. As a
custodian coindex® stores and secures crypto assets to minimize the risk of loss or
theft by external parties.

BUSINESS ARCHITECTURE
coindex® is a service provider based in Bielefeld, Germany, offering retail customers
simple, direct and secure exposure to crypto assets. Customers can use the online
platform to invest in diversified crypto asset portfolios regardless of their domain
knowledge. The service is based on the cdx® - a data-driven crypto index. For
questions on the cdx® index contact hello@coindex.de and we will provide you with
the respective paper.
Investments with coindex® should not only be convenient and user friendly, but
likewise transparent and regulatory compliant with the German law. A complex
business architecture had to be put in place, which is mapped in the following
illustration:
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The key players in this architecture are the users, coindex®, the partner-bank, the
payment providers and the crypto exchanges. The partner bank’s expertise as a
German securities trading bank lies with buying and selling assets and hence is
responsible for the acquisition and disposition of crypto assets on the crypto
exchanges. The payment provider as a German full service bank will operate all fiat
payment flows from and to the customer in the name of the partner-bank. coindex®
does not only provide the service - which allows operation in an automated,
professional and safe way - and user-experience, but additionally acts as the
custodian.
The final player in this architecture is the user, who configures his investment using
the coindex® service. The fiat money designated for the investment will be sent to
an account owned by the partner bank and operated by the payment provider.
From this account the money will be sent sent to the partner accounts at
established crypto exchanges, where it will be used to buy crypto assets for the user.
Upon completion of all necessary transactions the assets are sent to coindex’
exchange accounts on respective exchanges for custody. Assets will be distributed
between hot and cold storage solutions. All steps subsequent to the users decision
to buy are executed in an automated fashion. Further explanation of these steps
follow in this paper.
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Custody Concept
coindex® combines cutting edge technology with state of the art security
procedures in order to provide a custody solution with a maximum of automation
and transparency. As mentioned above a blending of both hot and cold wallets are
used to balance availability for transaction requests with security. The following
illustration maps the process coindex® applies upon acting as a custodian:

According to the investment process described in the above section the assets
acquired by the partner bank are automatically sent to coindex’ exchange accounts.
As part of this transaction assets may automatically be diversified to distinct
exchanges. From coindex’ exchange accounts the majority of assets are allocated to
multiple cold wallets operated by coindex® - for reasons of liquidity and availability a
minor amount of assets needs to remain on hot wallets. The automatic allocation
starts a fully formalized, transparent, accountable and compliant process,
documenting all required tasks in regards of datetime and user specificity. In case of
withdrawals exceeding the liquidity of the hot wallets, the hereby described process
starts inversely.
This paper will dive deep into all relevant aspects of the solution applied by
coindex® as a custodian with a focus on the cold wallet storing solution. The hot
wallets are represented by exchange wallets and their security measure are object to
change and variation. We are constantly monitoring any changes to the exchange’s
hot wallet solution and security measures to instantly counter any risks.
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PROCESSES & TECHNOLOGY
PROCESS DESCRIPTION
In general a custodian has two primary actions: depositing and withdrawing assets.
With coindex’ custody solution no private key, public key or password is stored on
disc or in a log file at any time. Each system is first created from a clean and safe
image on every interaction and then destroyed after the interaction has been
executed.
A combination of depositing and withdrawing could be invoked to move assets
between cold storage or to deposit assets from hot exchange wallets. The latter only
differs in terms of the technology processes applied on the distinct exchange sites.
The following illustrations details the sub-actions involved in securely performing
depositing and withdrawing of assets:

The deposition of an asset is hereby referred as deposit-action and involves three
systems: the depositor, communication and generator system. These perform the
following tasks in the here given order:
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Request a deposit address.
Generate private and public key pair offline.
Store private key encrypted.
Cryptographically hash public key.
Store public key encrypted.
Store cryptographically hashed public key in the communication system.
Respond to the depositor system using the cryptographically hashed public
key.

The first step is performed by the depositor system, which is only able to interact
with the communication system to request a deposit or withdrawal of assets - there
is no other access or permission to this system. It executes the request using a
protected internal API.
The second to the sixth steps are the most crucial steps and are performed by the
generator system. This system has no access to the internet or is accessible by any
other network except its own, making it impossible to access by any other system.
The generator system is able to obtain limited write access to a part of the
communication system in order to store the cryptographically hashed public key.
Finally the seventh step concludes the process and is performed by the
communication system. This system is able to obtain temporary and limited write
access to the part of the depositor system responsible for storing the newly created
and hashed public key. This is called ‘address’ in the proceedings of this document.
Withdrawing an asset, hereby referred as the withdraw-action, involves three
systems. Of these systems, the generator and the communication system are
already involved in the deposit-action. Additionally this action will introduce the
withdrawal system. By interworking of all three systems, the following tasks in the
here given order are performed:
1. Request a withdrawal & transmit the corresponding transaction data.
2. Retrieve and decrypt the encrypted private keys needed for withdrawing
assets.
3. Generate transaction signatures offline using private keys.
4. Respond the transaction signature to the depositor system.
The first of these steps is again performed by the depositor system. The same actions
and rules apply as in the deposit-action accordingly.
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The second and third step are the the most crucial steps in the withdraw-action and
are performed by the generator system. This system has no access to the internet
nor is it accessible by any other network except its own, making it impossible to
access by any other system. The generator system is able to obtain limited write
access to a part of the communication system to store the transaction signature.The
fourth and final step is performed the communication system. The same actions and
rules apply as in the deposit-action accordingly.

TECHNOLOGY
coindex® as a custodian uses only state of the art technology based on Amazon
Web Services (referred as AWS in the following). The following illustration maps the
used technology stack:

The technology is based on a fully event driven architecture using the AWS Lambda
service. In addition to this we introduced an event sourcing component on our
private blockchain to the technology stack to ensure constant transparency on any
transactions and interactions made within the custody solution as well as the
general investment platform.
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The deployed infrastructure is fully serverless in order to guarantee limitless
scalability, in order to prevent server-side issues. This infrastructure is maintained
based on the infrastructure-as-code principle. Thus we can not only ensure that
there are no untracked changes, but also provide a full version.
Every integration and deployment is fully automated and is not dependent on
human interaction - this leads to lowered risk for errors and fraud potential as well as
full self-acting documentation.
The collection of market data, historical data is constantly done and forwarded in
real-time. The same principles applies for the index data calculation including
historical backtracking data. Consequently coindex® is always connected to at least
four major crypto exchanges and CoinMarketCap.
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SECURITY MEASURES
PROCEDURAL SECURITY MEASURES
The core principle of coindex’ crypto custody solution is to deploy an entirely
automated and enclosed system wherever possible. To maximize not only security
but also transparency, coindex® implements the following procedural security
measures:
1.

Interaction logging - Track and log all automated and manual interactions
fulfilled with the above described technology. These include but are not
restricted to users, IPs, locations, datetime and scope of access.
2. Password & two-factor policy - Administration of a strict password and two
factor authentication policy to every account.
3. 8 eyes principle - Application of an ‘8 eyes principle’ to access the two factor
device for the only account with access to the enclosed production system.
4. No human access - There will never be a single human with access to the
private keys or with access to a system that could grant access to those keys and as a consequence to the funds associated.

TECHNOLOGICAL SECURITY MEASURES
Beyond the procedural security measures coindex® applies maximum technological
security measures to provide a bullet- and fault-proof infrastructure.

1.

Geo-Redundancy - All data associated with the coindex® ecosystem is stored
fully geo redundant with three distinct server locations in Germany.
2. High availability - Disaster recovery and failover measures on all three
locations ensuring a high availability at all times.
3. Encryption - Permanent encryption of all private keys and signatures in
transit as well as in rest conceptually - in practice private keys are never in
transit and are only stored offline.
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4. Backups - Daily backups are triggered in an automated fashion. These
backups are retained for at least 30 days with additional point-in-time
recovery.
5. Multi-signature - The number one requirement for every technology
implemented in the coindex® ecosystem is the principle of multi-signature,
meaning all private keys are stored offline in multiple distinct availability
zones. Additionally a signature is needed per private key in order to withdraw
any asset.

All of the utilized processes, procedures and technologies are audited and testified
covering full transparency, accountability and compliance. [Please note that
auditing is currently under evaluation and will be updated in this handout as soon as
verifications are in.]
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LEGAL AND COMPLIANCE
COMPLIANCE FRAMEWORK
tbd

LEGAL FRAMEWORK
tbd
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RISK-MANAGEMENT
RISK CONCEPT
The above is an abstract of the coindex risk manual, which covers the most relevant
financial models to manage risk most effectively

In general, coindex® applies professional risk management systems and measures
that are already commonly in place for traditional financial products, providing
clients with a solid and state of the art risk layer for prudent investment approaches.
Traditional financial markets offer a high level of transparency by providing data on
their underlying financial products in real-time from trusted sources in a legally
regulated framework. Transactions are often performed by trusted third party
clearing institutions adding trust on a transactional basis.

Financial products vary with regards to their complexity and are oftentimes
individualized for certain client groups. Most commonly the entry level of
investments is separated by a minimum investment threshold (which in some
legislations are capped to a maximum, which equals five times the annual income)
to “protect” the uneducated retail investor from cluster risks. The risk of
diversification is the most publicly researched topic with regards to finding an
optimal amount of stocks in one portfolio. Obviously results of these research papers
are depended on the underlying asset universe, i.e. stock indices, various countries,
liquidity and trading volume are just some factors that can impact research results.

However, generically spoken, research that covers diversification factors in the
German stock market does provide a good indication of how diversification risk can
be optimized by building a well-rounded asset portfolio. It is a known fact that crypto
markets feature a much higher volatility compared to e.g. Dax or even NasDaq
stocks, but the nature of the crypto market is essentially the same as of classical
financial markets. coindex® hence applies proven financial research for crypto
assets, mirroring the classical financial models by using crypto data and index
building logics to optimize risk profiles on a fully automated basis for retail clients.
Those systemic risk factors can be optimized using risk-based crypto investments
including: minimum variance, maximum diversification and risk parity portfolios.
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Related research on classical financial markets shows: In general, low-risk stocks
tend to outperform high risk investments. This fact simply contradicts the core of
finance; the risk-return trade-off. After the theoretical introduction of the Capital
Asset Pricing Model (CAPM), Fama and MacBeth (1973) did not find a strong
empirical relation between risk and return. The prediction of the CAPM seemed to
be weak.

In traditional finance, investment portfolios are usually weighted by market-cap only,
In general the following formula applies:

wi =

MC

i

N

∑ MC
i=1

w i is the weight of an asset i, M C

i

i

is its market capitalization (or assets times price)

and N is the number of assets.

Haugen and Baker (1991) demonstrated the performance of a portfolio with
minimized variance of returns and reported comparable returns and a lower level of
risk vis-à-vis a market-cap weighted index. Their text does not primary focus on the
analysis of risks and returns, but the conclusion indicates that 1) a market-cap
weighted portfolio is an inefficient investment; 2) characteristics of a minimum
variance portfolio can be related to the low-risk anomaly (a perverse relation
between risk and return). Among others this established the basis for including the
following aspects into the weighting of all indices based on the cdx®:
-

Market capitalization
Even weighting
Volume
Liquidity
Stability

The cdx® index is meant to be a crypto benchmark index. Constituents are weighted
according to the following formula.

cdx t :=

{(s, w | s := as ⋀ w

:=

Σ

{b ∈ B | b s = a s } ω

3

(b) t

}

⋀ a ∈ U ⋀ w > 0.01

For more information concerning the cdx® please refer to the cdx® handout.
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RISK MODELLING AND MANAGEMENT
The risk modelling itself is based on real-time crypto data that is pulled via
proprietary technology from leading crypto exchanges and CoinMarketCap. Internal
risk models are dynamically optimized by rule-based algorithms, that clean the data
from outliers, volume peaks and liquidity gap ensuring a representative set of data
points. Each risk measure will be analysed with data points that cover the entire
crypto market. This approach is unique as the data on crypto assets is not as
transparently available as with classical financial markets and can only be realized by
the coindex® crawler.
coindex® offers various products and services to the retail client, for which risk
profiles and control play a major role. Hence coindex® offers a well organized and
dynamic framework, which takes the burden of active risk management off the user.
Among the risk control measures is the data-driven crypto index cdx®, which can
also be calculated in different indices - most predominantly the cdx10, cdx20 and
cdx30, which are referred to as the cdx® index family. Distinct members of the index
family offer diverse risk profiles. The cdx® itself allows clients to invest in a diversified
and dynamically adjusted portfolio of crypto assets.
There are different underlying asset, which are defined by the market to provide a
portfolio that despite of the proven high volatility on crypto market keep a well
balanced asset universe.
where X is any crypto asset within the universe of n.

coindex® hence provides a holistic but yet easy to apply risk approach from a retail
perspective, allowing clients to transparently invest into various crypto assets while
maintaining a healthy level of diversification that can be controlled by specific risk
dispositions. From an institutional perspective, the indices provided by coindex®
offer a market benchmark (compared to the DAX30) that can be referred to (or even
used as an underlying layer) for other crypto products. Furthermore, the used data
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points offer the possibility for qualified institutional investors to run their own
internal analysis to generate value out of a very comprehensive data set. In
conclusion then, coindex’ risk management approach covers basic, but powerful,
measures from classical financial markets to offer a first line of defense in terms of
risk management.

PROCEDURE MANUAL
This section covers the handling of stress events in regards to the coindex® custody
solution. Among others the following occurrences are categorised as stress events
and will lead to the application of predefined and detailed procedures, which ensure
consistency in reacting to stress events.
1. Crypto assets & projects: Hard forks of crypto assets under custody.
2. Crypto assets & projects: Changes to the blockchain protocol of crypto
assets.
3. Exchanges: Malicious attacks on crypto exchanges acting as hot wallets for
assets under custody.
4. Exchanges: Closures of crypto exchanges acting as hott wallets for assets
under custody.
5. Regulatory changes: Changes to the regulatory classification of assets under
custody.
6. Internal: Malicious attacks on the coindex infrastructure.
7. Internal: The password of a customer is compromised.
8. Internal: Algorithm changes with adverse effects.
9. Internal: Offboard users due to unforeseen company developments.
10. Regulatory: Tax environment changes to retail clients and company
reporting.
11. Regulatory: Retail clients under investigation. Data sharing with official
institutions.
12. Regulatory: Client / B. Partner lawsuits. coindex® law protection.

The procedures followed during the process are outlined established internal
procedural manual, which can be made available on request. The purpose of this
internal procedural manual lies in enhancing the soundness of the management of
coindex® and protecting the interests of related parties such as shareholders, by
prescribing the standards and procedures that executives and/or employees
(including contract and part-time employees, etc.; hereinafter the same shall apply)
of coindex® must comply with when performing their duties.
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The procedure manual is covering two basic parts:
1.

Procedures to perform the work necessary to conduct the organisations
business. These are called operational procedures.
2. Procedures to ensure that the business is conducted as expected. These are
called controls.
Operational procedures can be done in a preventive, detective and reactive manner:
1.

Preventive - which seek to ensure the impact never materialises. This type of
control either prevents the event from occurring or affecting the organisation,
or detects the event as it happens and prevents any further activity that may
lead to an impact.
2. Detective - which identify when some event, or events have occurred that
could lead to a materialisation of the impact, and invoke appropriate actions
to arrest (or mitigate) the situation.
3. Reactive - which identify the impact has occurred and invoke appropriate
actions to recover (or mitigate) the situation.
Examples for preventive manners include:
-

Assess the history of projects behind assets under custody.
Assess the history of projects and rationale behind assets with a high
probability to be included one of the indices in the next three month.
Evaluate the history of crypto exchanges used for trading and hot storage.

Examples for detective manners include:
-

Monitoring the recent developments of projects behind assets under custody.
Monitoring recent occurrences of projects behind assets with a high
probability to be included one of the indices in the next three month.
Monitoring the regulatory and lawful changes to assets under custody.
Monitoring the regulatory and lawful changes to assets with a high
probability to be included one of the indices in the next three month.

Examples for reactive manners include:
-

Move as many assets as possible form compromised exchanges as quickly as
possible.
Qualitatively remove assets from all indices based on expert judgement.
Qualitatively prohibit asset from entering all indices based on expert
judgement.
19

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS
coindex® is a registered trademark. Unless otherwise indicated coindex® retains all
intellectual property rights in relation to coindex®.
This includes, but is not limited to software, passwords, codes and data, whether
used or supplied in connection with its operation. All works contained herein are
protected by existing Federal and State Copyright Laws and all International
regulations regarding cross border enforcement. All rights, including resale rights,
are reserved.
coindex® permits the printing and downloading of extracts of material from our
website for personal use, provided that the following conditions are met:
●
●
●

No modification is made to any documents or graphics, in any way
whatsoever;
Any illustrations, photographs, video or audio sequences, or any graphics, are
only used in context with accompanying text;
Any copied material is accompanied with an acknowledgement, stating
explicitly that coindex® is the author, publisher and copyright holder.

Additionally, any reproduction, duplication, copying, selling, reselling, or commercial
exploitation of any material published herein is strictly prohibited, unless it is
authorized in writing by coindex®. The same applies to any data related to coindex®,
product listings, descriptions of our products or Services, or any details related to any
interested third parties.
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DISCLAIMER
Clients should be informed that the trading of cryptocurrencies is inherently risky.
The high level of risk involved means that it may not be suitable for all persons. It is
important to note that past performance of products gives no indication of future
outcomes. The elevated levels of volatility involved in the cryptocurrency markets
means that any investment has the potential for great returns but also has the
potential for significant negative returns.
It is recommended that before you commence any investment in cryptocurrencies
you carefully consider your personal investment objectives, level of experience, and
the level of risk to which you are willing to be exposed. You should be informed that
a financial loss is possible, and you should therefore only invest funds that you can
afford to lose.
Before trading in the cryptocurrency niche, coindex® recommends familiarizing
yourself with all aspects of the cryptocurrency market, trading cryptocurrencies, and
related topics. If you have any doubts about the matter, you should seek the
assistance of a qualified financial advisor. Any information contained here does not
represent financial advice, nor is it a solicitation to purchase cryptocurrencies in any
form.
coindex® accepts no liability for any loss or damage, including without limitation any
loss of profit which may arise from utilizing the cdx®, or from the direct or indirect
usage of any information contained herein, or the reliance on information produced
here. This is applicable to the maximum legal extent allowed by law, warranties and
representations, whether explicit, implied, statutory or otherwise.
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LIMITS OF LIABILITY
coindex®, its agents, and related third parties, will not be held directly liable for any
technical problems, system failures and malfunctions, communication line failures,
equipment or software failures and malfunctions, nor any loss, cost, injury or
damages incurred as a result of utilizing cdx® or related systems.
In no event shall coindex® its agents and related third parties, be held liable for any
indirect, consequential, exemplary, incidental, or punitive damages. This includes,
without limitation, damages for any loss of profits or revenue, arising out of, or in
connection with, any aspect of this agreement or subject matter, regardless of
whether any such party is aware of the possibility of such damages.
coindex® will also not be liable to users of coindex® for any indirect, special,
consequential or punitive damages arising from, or in connection with the system
and cryptocurrency trading, regardless of whether any parties know, or should have
known, of the possibility of such damages.
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INFORMED DISCRETION
coindex® reserves its right to use its informed discretion in relation to any of the
following areas:
1. Index restatements
2. Any circumstances that may arise as the result of a market emergency
3. Any issue related to pricing, data interruptions, issues, and closures
On any occasions which require informed discretion, coindex® hereby resolves to be
absolutely consistent in applying its expert judgment, with particular attention
being paid to written procedures, which are documented in writing both in this
methodology and internal procedures manuals.
Procedures outlined in these sources represent the approach to decision-making
and the hierarchy of data that will be put into practice in real-world application. Any
material decision made as part of coindex®'s informed discretion will also be directly
reviewed by senior members of the committee and compliance teams in order to
ensure that is in compliance with stated norms and regulations.
coindex® will also operate in accordance with its internal code of ethics, which
eliminate perceived and actual conflict of interests, and to prevent any conflicts from
impacting Index construction, production, and distribution, including the
implementation of expert judgment.
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